
OUTCOMES ASSIGNMENTS

Mon. 
8/17

● I can make observations and generate questions about phenomena. Unit 1: Atoms & Molecules
● Spider Silk Anchor Phenomenon Video & Note Catcher
● Create Class Driving Question Board (What is spider’s silk made of that enables it to stop bullets?) 

Homework: None

Tue.
8/19

● I can make observations and generate questions about phenomena. 
● I can explain what matter is and what it is made up of. 

Cycle 1: Atoms & Molecules 
● ENGAGE - What is air? / Ziplock Bag Challenge

Homework: None

Wed.
8/20

● I can explain what matter is and what it is made up of. 
● I can describe the subatomic particles that make up an atom. 

Cycle 1: Atoms & Molecules
● EXPLORE - Atomic Structure Interactive

Homework: Review activity from today for 5-10 minutes.

Thu. 
8/21

● I can explain what matter is and what it is made up of. 
● I can describe the subatomic particles that make up an atom. 

Cycle 1: Atoms & Molecules
● EXPLORE - Atomic Structure Interactive

Homework:  Review activity from today for 5-10 minutes.

Fri. 
8/22

● I can explain what matter is and what it is made up of. 
● I can describe the subatomic particles that make up an atom. 

Cycle 1: Atoms & Molecules
● EXPLAIN DAY- Explain Atomic Structure 
● Exit Ticket

Homework:  Review notes from today for 5-10 minutes.

August 17th - 21st
Test or Quiz;due date



● Each unit begins with an anchor phenomenon and is composed of 2-3 learning cycles (5E Cycles) within the unit. 
○ Anchor Phenomenon - Real world problem or occurrence that students try to explain throughout the unit. As a 

class we generate questions and develop a driving question board to track students questions throughout the 
unit.

● 5 E Cycle Components Explained
○ Engage - Students engage in a smaller phenomenon or problem to begin engaging them in cycle concepts.
○ Explore - Students start to explore the science concepts for the cycle and begin to build understanding. 
○ Explain Day - Students explain their understanding of science concepts based on what they did in the explore 

activities. Students will have “notes” from this day to refer back to if needed when studying. 
■ Students will complete an exit ticket at the end of class demonstrating their understanding of the cycle’s 

content thus far.
■ Any student that does not make a perfect score will be given the opportunity to retake the exit ticket 

after elaborate day. The higher of the two exit ticket scores will be recorded in the gradebook.  
○ Elaborate - Students complete a practice transfer task or activity in order to apply their understanding of the 

cycle’s content. 
■  During elaborate day, teachers will pull small groups of students who struggled with specific content on 

the exit ticket in order to go over it with them. 
○ Evaluate - Students complete a transfer task quiz or other end of cycle activity that will be taken for a grade. 


